Pathfinder Plus™

Surgeon-Controlled
Endoscopic Irrigation System

The surgical team benefits when the surgeon has control of irrigation. The surgeon knows exactly when and how much bolus irrigation is required. The surgical assistant can then focus on other critical tasks.

Pathfinder Plus is an elegantly simple irrigation device that provides this control. The result is greater accuracy and enhanced visualization during delicate endoscopic procedures.

Improved Visualization

Ensures a clear view by quickly clearing debris from the surgical field. Laser beam scatter is also reduced, providing accurate delivery of energy.

Selective Irrigation

Provides a slow continuous flush which is controlled by saline bag height and/or pressure cuff. In addition, bulb compression provides a precise flush bolus — a gentle squeeze is effective for clearing large amounts of debris from the field, while ‘fluttered’ pulses can be effective at altering stone position for improved surgical management.

Universally Compatible

Standard Luer-lock fittings attach directly to any ureteroscope, hysteroscope, or any other endoscope where the surgeon needs improved results during delicate procedures.

Order Information

PA701 Pathfinder Plus Endoscopic Irrigation System 10 / box